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Gulf Construction magazine and online 
platform has maintained its reputation as the 
undisputed leading publication for the building 
and construction industry of the Arabian Gulf 
since its first issue over 40 years ago. The 
print publication is circulated throughout 
the GCC region, as well as internationally to 
construction sector professionals.
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#SAUDIMADE – Construction, Interiors,  
Products & Services

The Made in Saudi program 
is a celebration of the 
technical innovation, 
creative talent, and business 
acumen that flows through 
our Kingdom.

His Excellency The Minister of 
Industry and Mineral Resources  

Mr. Bandar bin Ibrahim Alkhorayef

The Made in Saudi programme is a government 
initiative that aims to promote the growth of 
local manufacturing in Saudi Arabia. By offer-
ing tax breaks, subsidies, and access to gov-
ernment contracts, the programme is helping 
to attract new investment in the industry and 
develop new local manufacturing capabilities. 
As one of the key beneficiaries of the Made in 
Saudi programme, the construction industry 
in Saudi Arabia is becoming more competitive 
and more sustainable.

Gulf Construction’s September issue will look 
at the Made in Saudi programme and the lead-
ing Saudi companies that are driving the king-
dom’s industrial revolution that will make it 
more self-reliant for its building and construc-
tion materials.

As a company that is participating in the Made 
in Saudi programme, we invite you to avail of 
this opportunity to promote your business and 
the quality of your products to potential cus-
tomers worldwide in this special feature. 
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